Synergies in communication.

Being able to communicate through technology
is more and more a vital need for every kind
of company, at any level.
AMMEGA.IT was born in 2001 with the intent to provide institutional and business communication
products and systems, transferring to them the experience of editorial and advertising tradition on
the one side, and the search and conceiving of new instruments and new fields for communication
on the other.
In fact now more than ever companies and institutions needs real intercommunicating ways in
order to convey the information in many directions, keeping in touch, through interactivity, with their
own users or customers.

Rephrasing John Donne

“No company is an island.”
AMMEGA.IT wants to look at its customers as part of a system rich of active exchanges
and communicating synergies.
Hence the intent to promote interaction of thoughts and experiences in scientific and cultural
spheres, to make possibile communication among institutions, companies and people
through the endless chances of technology.

Our services
Market and technological development analysis
and research, in order to realise and spread
integrated communicative products, services and
solutions, both editorial and software, with special
regards to new generation communication systems.

Traditional Web and New Media Advertising

Consulting and support for plannig and realization
of communicative solutions.

Books, magazines, newsletters,
advertising, e-zines.

Graphic design and brand identity.

Software production and marketing,
activities and services about editorial
and telecommuncation market.

AMMEGA.IT takes part in the Confederation of Industries of Reggio Calabria District and has got
the certification of quality UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 for the research, analysis, planning, development
and management of web communication projects and related software..
AMMEGA.IT works for the development of communicative and innovative solutions, integrated t
o high tech devices.
AMMEGA.IT’s professional team realises traditional products of communication and, thanks to its
own sector-specific experience, integrates them with new generation communicative solutions,
using appropriate systems of telematic transmission.

Services and applications for private network
(Intranet) management solutions.
Supply of hardware and software systems.
Active Server Pages on web platform for website
management and remote multimedia activities.

Editorial board on-demand.
Internet services (housing, hosting, connectivity,
domain registration) and everything necessary
for public net solutions.
Call center and helpdesk service.

Education
In the perspective of creating synergic devices, and not standard packages for its own
customers, and spreading a quality business culture, AMMEGA.IT provides services
for staff and users training.
Formazione specialistica per:
Inner staff.

Personal training for Top users.

Outer staff, with training and refresher courses about
third party productcs and AMMEGAT.IT solutions.
Starting IT training and specialization in innovative areas.

Training on the job.
.

Publishing
AMMEGA.IT has been one of the first realities in the national market offering on-demand
publishing services. Moreover, since its beginning AMMEGA.IT has been creating
and editing a lot of publishing projects such as communities and portals.
For a complete and updated list of our products visit http://ammega.it
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